
RICKMANSWORTH SCHOOL: LONG TERM CURRICULUM PLAN - PHOTOGRAPHY - YEAR 10
Supporting all students in their learning journey to ‘know more, remember more and do more’.

Year Group:  10 Autumn Term 1 Autumn Term 2 Spring Term 1 Spring Term 2 Summer Term 1 Summer Term 2

Coursework (Theory Element)
Unit 1 Part A
8206/C
60% of Marks

Introduction to Photography

By the end of the year, students will have an understanding of the
sensitivity of photographic materials. They will understand the
development of Photography through time. In doing so, students will
be familiar with a range of important concepts, the advantages and
disadvantages of photographic processes, key figures, advancements
and movements in Photography –

A Brief History of Photography

● The Camera Obscura
● J  Schulze
● Thomas Wedgwood
● Nicephore Niepce
● Louis Daguerre

The Daguerreotype
● William Henry Fox Talbot

The Calotype

Practical Project

Students learn how to navigate the darkroom and produce
camera-less images (Photograms, Cyanotypes) to support the
knowledge obtained in the first section of A Brief History of
Photography.

Prior to any darkroom work safe practices are explained:

· Identification of Dry and Wet areas and their use, in particular
moving nothing from Wet to Dry.
· Identification, hazards, use and handling of chemicals.
· Absolute ban on eating or drinking anywhere in the dept.

This is normally taught after they have had lessons on Wedgwood and
Talbot when they study the history of photography and have a chance
to apply the principles themselves.

Students understand how photography became possible in the first
instance and advanced to be a commercially viable process. Students
keep personal pages to reflect on what they have learnt and their
growing curiosity for Photography.

Coursework (Theory Element)
Unit 1 Part A
8206/C
60% of Marks

Students will continue to develop
their understanding of the
History of Photography –

● Frederick Scott Archer

The Wet Plate Process
● Dr Richard Leach

Maddox
The Dry Plate Process

● George Eastman
Kodak

Students will also look briefly at
the development of Colour
Photography, Panchromatic film,
the Half Tone Block, the
Autochrome, Leica, Flash Bulbs,
Colour Roll film, the Electronic
Flash, Negative Positive colour
film, Polaroid and Digital
Photography.

Following this, students will
become familiar with genre,
photographic movements and
important photographers
associated with these. Students
complete an illustrated written
project for their coursework,
entitled “The creative use of
camera and/or darkroom and/or
digital techniques” where
students broaden their critical,
technical and visual
understanding of Photography.

Students continue to keep
personal pages to reflect on what
they have learnt and their
growing curiosity for
Photography.

Coursework (Practical Element)
Unit 1 Part A -
Camera Techniques
8206/C
60% of Marks

As a result of looking at the work
of other important
photographers, students will
apply their theory knowledge to
the practical work, understanding
how to operate the camera
controls to manipulate the
recording of the image. They will
learn how to process film and
produce high quality prints.

Alongside the written project
completed in Autumn Term 2,
students will begin producing a
substantial body of work for a
practical project of the same title.

Students aim to take photographs
exploring a wide range of genre,
experiment with camera and
darkroom techniques. They
acquire a greater understanding
of what they like to photograph.

Coursework
Unit 1 Part A -
Camera Techniques
8206/C
60% of Marks

Students explore a wide range of
genres and experiment with
camera and darkroom
techniques, skilfully processing
film and printing from the
negative.

They learn to select and refine
their work as the course
progresses, with verbal feedback
from teachers and sixth form
volunteers.

Students begin to record
personal insights, explorations
and influences in their journal.

Coursework
Unit 1 Part A -
Camera Techniques
8206/C
60% of Marks

Students continue to experiment
with camera and darkroom
techniques, skilfully processing
film and printing from the
negative.

They learn to select and refine
their best work as the course
progresses, with verbal feedback
from teachers and peers.

Students continue to look at and
write about the work of other
important photographers, linking
it to the development of their
own work in the journal.
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Extra-Curricular
opportunities

Throughout the year, all students are encouraged to visit exhibitions
and write reports on their experience. In this term, it is particularly
relevant to visit Lacock Abbey, once home to William Henry Fox
Talbot, inventor of the photographic negative.

Students are encouraged to visit
V&A Photography Centre,
Rooms 99 – 101 - Over 800,000
photographs dating from 1839 to
the present day.

Students are encouraged to visit
The Photographers Gallery, the
first public gallery in the UK
dedicated to photography. The
Photographers Gallery also offer
workshops with their ‘Develop’
programme, which give further
insight into creative careers
through photography.

Students are encouraged to
conduct their own research and
visit exhibitions that are relevant
to their interests and practical
explorations.

Students are encouraged to visit
Photo London, a fair that
presents the best historic and
vintage works while also
displaying fresh perspectives in
photography.

Opportunities to develop
the whole student Relationships - Students are supportive of each other’s understanding of Photography and share

knowledge.

Resourcefulness – Students work with equipment and conduct research using the library.

Respect and Responsibility – Students contribute to each other’s learning and work in the classroom

independently and with purpose.

Reflectiveness – Students make critical and substantiated personal judgements of their work and the work

of important photographers. Students appreciate the cross-curricular value of photography and exploit

this knowledge.

Resilience – Students respond to personalised feedback by refining their work to the best of their ability.

Relationships - Students are supportive of each other’s creative process and share knowledge.

Resourcefulness – Students work with equipment and conduct research using the library.

Respect and Responsibility – Students work in the darkroom independently and with purpose.

Reflectiveness – Students make informed judgements about their own work, their peer’s work and the

work of important photographers.

Resilience – Students look positively at ‘mistakes’ made during the processing and printing stage.


